
*** Please note: Pricing of solutions indicated below are starting prices and may vary depending on the

square footage and overall condition of the property. Additional costs may be incurred for larger

properties, heavily soiled/cluttered or hazardous areas/conditions that may require additional time, a

deeper cleaning or more caution.

AIS SOLUTIONS Initial/One Time Weekly Biweekly Monthly

Give Me A Touch
Up

Does your home need a
basic, touch up clean? AIS

of Florida provides
maintenance cleans
where we focus on

services like dusting,
sweeping, vacuuming,
mopping, wiping down

surfaces/countertops and
the exterior of

appliances, basic
restroom and kitchen
cleaning, and general

touch-ups.

$220 $50 $100 $205

Move Me
Are you moving in or
moving out and need
your place to look and
feel welcoming? AIS of

Florida provides move in
and move out cleaning

where we focus on
services like deep

cleaning, disinfecting,
high and low dusting,

window sill cleaning, spot
cleaning walls and
surfaces, cleaning

baseboards, cleaning the
interior and exterior of

cabinets and appliances,
sweeping, vacuuming,

and mopping, and
remaining trash removal

(does not include
removing large

appliances or furniture).

$320 $75 $150 $305



AIS SOLUTIONS Initial/One Time Weekly Biweekly Monthly

Go Deeper
Does it go beyond the

surface with dust and dirt
accumulated on the

baseboards and behind
the toilets? What about
the food that made its

way behind the
refrigerator or stove? AIS
of Florida provides deep
cleaning services where

we focus on detailed
cleaning like wiping and
cleaning window sills,

blinds, and baseboards;
removing cobwebs,

disinfecting, dusting,
cleaning vents; interior
and exterior cleaning of

appliances; cleaning
mirrors; sweeping,

vacuuming and mopping.

$360 $85 $170 $345

Mind My Business
Is your commercial office
or facility in need of day

porting or routine
cleaning services? AIS of
Florida provides routine

janitorial cleaning
services to businesses of

various sizes. We
customize our services to
meet the specific needs

of the business.
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A La Carte and Additional Solutions

Oven Interior
* If self-cleaning type, customer agrees to start/run
self-cleaning feature the night before, so it is sufficiently
cool when we are scheduled to arrive

$75

Refrigerator Interior
* If not frost-free, will be defrosted; then left on unless
otherwise instructed

$50

Cabinets & Pantry Interior
* Clean and organize the interior of kitchen or bathroom
cabinets and/pantry

$5/cabinet
$15/pantry

Window Interior
* Wipe down and/or vacuum interior of window frames,
sills, and panes/glass
* Additional costs for more than 4 panes per window

$10/window

Dishwasher Interior $20

Dishwashing (By hand)
* If customer requests a specific detergent other than Dawn
or a commercial grade used by AIS Of Florida, the customer
must provide their own detergent of choice

$15

Dishwashing (Load dishwasher)
* If customer requests a specific detergent other than Dawn
or a commercial grade used by AIS Of Florida, the customer
must provide their own detergent of choice

$10/load

Laundry
* Can be added as an additional service to “Give Me A
Touch Up” and “Go Deeper”
* Customer must provide their own detergent of choice

$15/load


